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ICT-Security Conference 2017 in Villach, Austria
Multicont and ZRK at the Largest European Security Conference
The Austrian Armed Forces and the Centre for Risk- and Crisis Management (ZRK)
invited Multicont to attend the ICT-Security conference in Villach on 26-27
September. As a partner of the security conference ZRK introduced the EU-research
project ASGARD-Analysis System for Gathered Raw Data
(http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/203297_de.html) in a separate workshop.
There were a lot of interesting discussions with many prominent visitors at the
Multicont and ZRK stand.

from left: Univ.-Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Dr. Dr. Gerald Quirchmayr, Mag. Franz Rauchbauer
(managing director Multicont), Senator Hans Harrer (Chairman of the Board Senat
der Wirtschaft Österreich), Brigadier i.R. Norbert Fürstenhofer (Vice president ZRK),
Marie Theres Fritz (ZRK), Dipl.-Ing. Martin Obermoser (Multicont), Bernadett KunSzabo (Multicont), Mag. Christoph Schneck, Senator Dipl.-Ing. Johannes Göllner,
MSc (Chairman of the Board ZRK), Senator Jochen Ressel (Head of Communication,
ZRK)
This is the largest European security conference dedicated to information,
communication and technology. About 2.400 visitors from 15 different nations
participated in Villach this year.

In 60 specialized lectures ICT security was analyzed in connection with digitization,
Industry 4.0, “Internet of Things” and Cybersecurity (see
https://seminar.bundesheer.at/pdfs/ProgKonferenz.pdf).
Moreover, the “Austria Cyber Security Challenge” finale took place within the
conference; The challenge is designed for young cyber talent. They had the
opportunity to show their skills in the categories of web, crypto, reverse engineering,
exploitation and forensics. The top twenty students faced off at the contest in Villach.
The finalists will form the Austrian team and they will compete against 14 other
nations in November 2017.
It was really interesting to see how quickly the youths could modify a helpful robot
arm into a weapon.
As part of the ASGARD-Session Franz Rauchbauer and Martin Obermoser
presented “Audit meets Cyber Risk”. They considered the question to which extent
companies are prepared for the challenges of digitization. Furthermore, they
discussed whether or not current auditing approaches are commensurate in handling
the reality of today´s big data, cryptocurrency and the risks attached to cyber fraud.
Multicont and ZRK have designed services for their customers to meet these needs.
Cyber & smart economy, data security, big data analysis and social engineering are
the four areas which were presented at the conference in Villach by Multicont and
ZRK.
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